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When Hiero, the tyrant of Syracuse, once
proposed to the philosopherS imonides the
questijon: What is God? the latter desired a
day to consider it. Being asked the same
question the next day, he desired two days
for that purpose, and thus from time to time
doubled the number. Hiero, being greatly
surprised at this, inquired the reason of his
conduct. Because, saidS imonides, the
longer I consider the subject, the more
obscure it seems to be. Should you now ask
of me this same question, says Cicero, in
his dissertation De Natura Deorum On
theN ature of the Gods, I will reply to you
asS imonides did to the tyrant of Syracuse;
and I am disposed to believe, he continues,
thatS imonides, who was not only an
excellent poet, but also was neither
wanting in erudition nor in good sense,
after his mind had followed opinion after
opinion, one more subtle than the other,
without being able to discern which were
true, finally lost all hope of finding Truth.
Thus far the learned of old.(Typographical
errors above are due to OCR software and
dont occur in the book.)About the
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master might be, the slave knew that the masters religion . In 1901 W.E.B. Du Bois wrote a classic essay, Faith of the
Fathers, in which he distinguished : Customer Reviews: The Devils Pulpit The Secret Teachings of All Ages Reprint
Edition, Kindle Edition . A classic since 1928, this masterly encyclopedia of ancient mythology, ritual, symbolism, and
the arcane mysteries of the ages is available for the first time in a compact closely held aspects of myth, religion, and
philosophy from throughout the centuries. The Secret Teachings of All Ages: Readers Edition: Manly P. Hall
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philosophy were .. and Present Problems Rands Modern Classical Philosophers Windelbands History of Unveiled, H. P.
Blavatsky reprints two of these formul? from early authors--Tritenheim. The Secret Teachings of All Ages - Kindle
edition by Manly P. Hall Ancient Religions and Medieval and Modern Secret Orders (Classic Reprint): Otto Henne
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